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Copyright © 2022 by Amanda at Easy on the Tongue. All rights reserved. 
 

The pattern and its images are copyright protected and the sole property of
Amanda @ Easy on the Tongue.

Please do not redistribute, transfer, or sell the pattern, or alter it to claim as your
own. You may sell any products you create from this pattern. Please credit the
designer by sending online listings to easyonthetongue@gmail.com or tagging

@easy_on_the_tongue on Instagram with hashtag - #easyonthetongue.
 

Requests to the author and publisher for permission should be addressed to the
following email: easyonthetongue@gmail.com 

 
 Neither the publisher nor author shall be liable for any loss, injury or damage or

any other including but not limited to special, incidental, consequential, or other
injury or damages due to the use of the pattern.

 
 
 
 

copyright

This pattern and post is part of a Make Along hosted by Underground
Crafter.

 
Here's the link to the Make Along again:

Visit Underground Crafter to learn more about the prizes, enter the giveaway,
and to get links to each Christmas in July Make Along post as it is released.

 
The pattern and more descriptions are available  on easyonthetongue.com.
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Medium, Worsted, Aran, Afghan Yarn (I used Elle Classic Wool Chunky) - 2 x
100g balls will be more than enough.
Knitting Needles according to the thickness of your yarn (I used 5mm, 8US, 6UK
- although the recommended size is 5.5mm)
Blunt Needle (stitching it together)
The Pattern

materials needed

SIZE / DIMENSIONS (APPROXIMATE):
6" wide (15.5cm) x 45" long (approximately 115cm) for ages 5-10

GAUGE (APPROXIMATE):
16 sts over 28 rows

size and gauge

K1B is the abbreviation for: knit one stitch below the stitch on the needle;
In other words, you will be knitting the stitch in the stitch from the previous row.

How do you do this?
Knit through the center of the stitch below the stitch on the needle and slip off
both strands at the same time.

special technique - k1b
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abbreviations
k - knit

K1B - knit in the stitch below

p - purl

rep - repeat

st - stitch

sts - stitches

ws - wrong side

the pattern
Easy Snood Knit Pattern for Kids & Teens -
AGES 5-10 YEARS

Cast on 25 sts.

Knit as follows:-

Rows 1       - knit
2nd Row   - (p1, k1b, p, k1b, p), k15, (p1, k1b, p, k1b, p)

Repeat these two rows until you have 310 rows (or until it is long enough for you).
Cast off, sew ends closed and weave in ends.
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how to convert the
pattern to other sizes
With the suggested yarn and needles as per size and gauge
(in the pattern) follow the explanation below:

With the gauge given (16sts over 28 rows) (to obtain 4" x 4" or 10cm x 10cm):

For sizes 3 to 5 years, you can easily make the cowl/snood about 3.5" wide and
36-40" long.

To calculate the number of stitches needed:
3.5*16/4" = 14sts

To calculate your number of rows needed:
36*28/4" = 234 rows

For sizes 10 to small adult, you can easily make the cowl/snood about 7.5" wide
and 50-65" long.

To calculate the number of stitches needed:
7.5*16/4" = 30sts

To calculate your number of rows needed:
50*28/4" = 350 rows
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